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		Resume & Work Opportunities
			Hi! Are you interested in hiring me for your future work opportunities? If so, you can find my Behance profile and resume at this link!



		
SVA: Scheduling & Appointment Info


Principles of Cartooning II
Wednesday: 3:20-6:10 PM
Email: jgray1@sva.edu

Because this course is conducted remotely, I will try to remain on Zoom for at least 15-30 minutes or more after class is over if you need to talk to me individually. Otherwise, I am flexible to meet you over Zoom whenever we need to discuss your individual issues. Please either let me know during class hours (preferable) or through email so we can make it work. Thank you! 

SVA: Principles of Cartooning II Syllabus (Spring 2021)
			Hello, new students! The Fall 2021 class syllabus for Principles of Cartooning II is now available for download here as a full-color PDF.

Thank you for your patience and I look forward to teaching you this school year!
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		[image: Check out my patreon for exclusive behind the scenes content and more!]Check out my patreon for exclusive behind the scenes content and more!Original Webcomics
[image: ]"Chip and Walter: Duck Hunt" When their father, Duncan Duckbill, is ruthlessly killed by the NSFFS Corporation, it's up to Chip and Walter Duckbill to lead their brother and sisters to safety! But will they be able tell friend from foe and live long enough to solve the cryptic mystery behind the Crystal Star that Duncan left behind?[image: Time Trouble]"Time Trouble: Generations" - Three interconnecting generations of heroes and villains shape the fates of two worlds and the myriad of characters within them! At the center of it – The Timestar – a strange pocket watch that bestows its selected "Timekeepers" with the powers of time and space! But monsters with evil ambitions lurk in the dark and the light, which means plenty of time trouble for everyone involved!Current IDW Sonic Comic Cover Art
[image: The 50 Milestone!]STH #50: “Battle for the Empire!” Sonic the Hedgehog #50 is here! To celebrate, this issue features two Sonics! And two Tails! Wait… One of them is green… And the other has tails made out of water?! Imposters! And they’re working with Dr. Starline?! After assembling a squad of bad guys, kidnapping Belle, starting a forest fire, and causing chaos in Central City, Starline is finally ready to unleash his monstrous imposters: Surge and Kit! Will his meticulous planning be enough to defeat Sonic and Dr. Eggman? The throne is only big enough for one…[image: ]STH #48: “Hit the Pavement!” The road to issue #50 continues here! Enjoy a TEN-ISSUE-LONG-ADVENTURE leading up to the EPIC SHOWDOWN in milestone issue #50. The Chaotix are on the case! Central City has been turned upside-down by unmanageable traffic, and reports of lightning and water moving in odd ways have the city’s emergency services scratching their heads. Is it a sewer-dwelling crocodile, a pair of unruly brothers, or something more sinister? Whatever it may be, Vector, Espio, and Charmy are sure to uncover the truth.[image: Game Night!]STH #27: “Test Run: Pt.1!” There’s a new kid on the block! And a new… tower? While Tangle tries to initiate Belle into the Restoration, Sonic, Amy, and Tails investigate a mysterious looking tower that has popped up and everyone is pushed to their limits!Current Fantagraphics/Disney Localizations
[image: Cover by Giorgio Cavazzano]MICKEY & DONALD:

For Whom the Doorbell Tolls!



Ernest Hemingway: Nobel and Pulitzer Prize winner, war hero, famed novelist, journalist, adventurer — and inspiration to Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Scrooge McDuck, and Goofy!

The year: 1999. The place: Italy. Fan-favorite Venetian Disney cartoonist Giorgio Cavazzano dared a creative team to take its cues from Ernest Hemingway for a striking, cinematic, and occasionally silly new series of Duckburg tales! In this original Disney collection, Hemingway’s “The Battler” and “The Killers” inspire new Mickey and Peg Leg Pete parodies while our title adventure, with Mickey meeting “Ernest” in person! From Donald’s bid for knighthood as “The Duck Who Would Be King” to Peg Leg Pete’s invasion of a diner in “Bad Boys” and Uncle Scrooge’s shark-wrangling in “The Older Man and the Sea,” these epics range from direct pastiches to shorts loosely based on “Papa” Hemingway’s work — each paired with its authors’ “liner notes,” telling the fascinating tale of how and why they were inspired.[image: Cover by Marco Rota]UNCLE SCROOGE & DONALD DUCK:

Bear Mountain Tales!




In this special collection of Scrooge McDuck’s amazing comics adventures, which celebrates the 75th anniversary of the iconic character created by Carl Barks, Scrooge and Donald return to the site of their first meeting!



In 1947, Carl Barks's comics story "Christmas on Bear Mountain" didn't just introduce the Scrooge McDuck character — it took Donald, Huey, Dewey, and Louie to Scrooge's Bear Mountain cabin, where beastly bruins made for holiday havoc! In keeping with that memorable debut, Bear Mountain has been the site of countless Duckburg sagas since. This special edition collects Daniel Branca's "Return to Bear Mountain," in which Scrooge engages in a gambit with nasty gnomes; Don Rosa's "The Richest Duck in the World," which features Donald's first visit to the fabled Money Bin; and there's a crash course with Launchpad McQuack in "New Year's Daze." An unforgettable batch of birthday stories and winter adventures is here![image: Cover by Casty]THE DISNEY AFTERNOON COLLECTION Vol.1:

Darkwing Duck: Just Us Justice Ducks!



Here's where the fun begins: awesome 1980s and 1990s comics based on the classic Disney Afternoon TV cartoons! From the pages of Disney Adventures and its sister magazines come much-requested feature-length thrillers! In "Just Us Justice Ducks," Darkwing Duck and DuckTales' Gizmoduck are called to action when the Fearsome Five — Negaduck, Megavolt, Liquidator, Bushroot, and Quackerjack — successfully take over St. Canard! Then Goofy and Max take a trip on the open road… far from Max's beloved Roxanne, but into the clutches of a Bigfoot in the original comics adaptation of A Goofy Movie! Then in "The Legend of the Chaos God," an evil spirit named Solego is trapped in a priceless gem… and wreaks havoc on Cape Suzette, Duckburg, and St. Canard. It's up to the Chip 'n Dale Rescue Rangers, Scrooge McDuck, Darkwing, and the TaleSpin crew to stop him! "…Everybody's busy, bringing you a Disney Afternoon!"[image: Cover by Casty]MICKEY MOUSE:

Trapped in the Shadow Dimension!



All of Mouseton is swooning over the odd "Mr. Benevolence," a masked philanthropist who can't stop doing good ― or can he? Mickey thinks he's behind the vanishing of the atomic genius Dr. Einmug ― and the arrest of Einmug's otherworldly helper, Atomo Bleep-Bleep! But things get strange when the villainous Pegleg Pete turns up where Mickey least expects him: a "Shadow Dimension" in which fiction becomes fact! Meanwhile in "The World to Come," Mickey and Minnie are headed to far-off Illusitania for royal intrigue, robot war… and a showdown with that dastardly, poetic secret agent, The Rhyming Man!	
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